OR DOT 20(3) Upper Sunken Grade Slide Repairs

Construction Activities & Upcoming Work

March 18, 2022

The Upper Sunken Grade Slide repair project is located at mile post 55.45 to 55.62 and MP 55.98 to MP 56.18 on Highway 20.

Week of March 14, 2022
This week contractor continued to place timber lagging.

Next week the contractor will finish placing timber lagging and start placing the wall underdrain and stage for wall rebar placement.

Look Ahead:
One lane flagging will continue unless shutdown due to weather. Flagging between 7am and 5pm. Monday thru Friday.

Last week (starting March 07, 2022):
The contractor developed access to the project and continued to place timber lagging.

Project Website: https://highways.dot.gov/federal-lands/projects/or/dot-20-3
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